Hours:
Monday: Closed
Tues to Thurs: 12pm-9pm
Friday to Saturday: 12pm-10pm
Sunday: 12pm-7pm.
Address
8010 Ogontz Ave,
Philadelphia, PA 19150
Phone
215-276-0657

Burgers & Sandwiches
(Lettuce, tomato, onion, pickles, and American
cheese.)

Beef BurgerBacon BurgerTurkey BurgerPulled Pork
Pulled Pork w/Cole Slaw
BBQ Pork Rib

$5.50
$6.50
$5.50
$8.25
$9.25
$12.00

BBQ
BBQ Pork Ribs

$16.50 (1/2 )
$29.00 (Slab)
BBQ Beef Ribs
$19.25 (1/2)
$31.25 (Slab)
BBQ Chicken
$9.25 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
Jerk Chicken
$9.25 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
Fried Chicken
$9.50 (1/2)
$18.50 (Whole)
BBQ, Jerk, or Fried Wing $4.65 (3 Wings)

Platters
BBQ Pork RibsPulled PorkBBQ Beef RibsBBQ Chickenw/White Meat

$17.00
$15.00
$18.00
$14.50
$15.50

Jerk Chicken$14.50
w/White Meat
$15.50
Fried Chicken$14.50
w/White Meat
$15.50
Chicken Wings$13.25
BBQ Pork Ribs & Chicken- $22.50
w/White Meat
$23.50
BBQ Beef Ribs & Chicken- $24.50
w/White Meat
$25.50
Turkey Wing$13.50

Seafood
ShrimpFresh Fish SandwichWhiting
Catfish
Swai
Fresh Fish PlatterWhiting
Catfish
Swai
Grilled Salmon
Shrimp Platter-

$24.00 (12)
$12.00 (6)
$9.75
$10.25
$10.25

$14.75
$15.25
$15.25
$17.00
$27.50 (12)
$17.00 (6)
Fish/Shrimp Combo PlatterWhiting
$26.75
Catfish/Swai
$27.25

Desserts
Apple CobblerPeach CobblerAssorted CakesBanana Pudding

$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00

Signature Sides & Sides
Potato Salad- $4.00/8.00
Cabbage- $4.00/8.00
Collard Greens- $4.00/8.00
Candied Yams- $4.00/8.00
Mac & Cheese- $4.75/$9.50
String Beans- $4.00/8.00
Baked Beans- $4.00/8.00
Coleslaw- $4.00/8.00
Mac & Tuna- $4.00/8.00
Seafood Salad- $4.00/8.00
Corn on the Cob- $2.50
French Fries- $2.50
Sweet Potato Fries- $2.50
Corn Muffin- (3 for) $2.50
All vegetables cooked
with smoked turkey
products.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.

The dynamics of the
race have changed
little since F&M’s
August poll when
Shapiro held a 48
percent to 36 percent lead
By Marley Parish and
Peter Hall
Penn Capital-Star
A new Franklin & Marshall
College poll released
Thursday shows the Republican nominee for U.S. Senate in Pennsylvania narrowing the gap against his
Democratic opponent while
the Democrat vying for
governor maintains a steady
lead.
Fetterman, the current lieutenant governor, holds a
narrow lead over Oz — 45
percent to 42 percent —
when voters leaning toward
a specific candidate are included, according to
the most recent poll. That’s
down from his nine-point
lead in the F&M
poll released by the college’s Center for Opinion
Research in August.
Oz, who received an endorsement from former

President Donald Trump,
has improved his standing
among Republicans since
August, with the poll showing 62 percent among Republicans. Fetterman received a larger share of
Democrats, 76 percent.
Fetterman continues to lead
against Oz, reporting 45
percent to 34 percent
among independent voters.
More voters believe Fetterman best understands the
concerns of Pennsylvanians
and is closest to their views
on social issues, according
to the poll. Oz, however,
has an advantage with some
voters seeing him as having
policies that will improve
economic circumstances.
Four in five voters — 77
percent — are aware of Fetterman’s health problems,
meaning the stroke he suffered in May and
a previously undisclosed
heart condition. And fewer
voters — 60 percent — are
aware of Oz’s recent move
to Pennsylvania, according
to the poll.
The poll, conducted Sept.
19-25, includes 517 registered voters and has a margin of error of plus or minus 5.6 percent, so either
candidate vying to replace
retiring GOP U.S. Sen. Pat

Toomey could win. The
race could determine which
political party controls the
U.S. Senate next year.
The governor’s race
The poll shows that Democratic gubernatorial nominee Josh Shapiro maintained his preference among
voters with a 10-point lead
and higher favorable ratings
over Republican nominee
Doug Mastriano.
Among likely voters, 52
percent said they were likely to vote for Shapiro, the
current state attorney general. Forty-two percent said
they were likely to vote for
Mastriano, a first-term state
senator from Franklin
County. When voters who
lean toward one candidate
or the other are included,
the gap grows from 51 percent to 37 percent in favor
of Shapiro.
The dynamics of the race
have changed little since
F&M’s August poll when
Shapiro held a 48 percent to
36 percent lead.
The poll also found a gap
between Shapiro and
Mastriano in support among
voters registered with the
candidates’ own parties.
Among Democrats, 83 per-

cent said they support
Shapiro while only 69 percent of Republicans said
they support Mastriano.
Shapiro also held an advantage among independent
voters, who favor the Democratic candidate 54 percent
to 35 percent.
Shapiro is also viewed
more favorably (45 percent)
than unfavorably (33 percent) by voters, while more
voters have an unfavorable
view (52 percent) of Mastriano than a favorable view
(27 percent), the poll found.
Shapiro also holds a fundraising advantage over
Mastriano. Campaign finance reports this week
show Shapiro received $25
million in contributions
since June and has spent
$38 million overall since
the start of his campaign.
Mastriano raised only $3.2
million in the same period
and has spent roughly $2.4
million overall.
The poll followed an endorsement for Shapiro from
the Pennsylvania State
Troopers Association,
which represents 4,300
members of the Pennsylvania State Police.
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The bill’s prime
sponsor, Rep. Matthew Dowling, RSteelers and Eagles
Fayette, said the legfans rejoice! Sunday islation is part of an
night football could
effort to clean up the
soon be legal in Penn- state’s antiquated
sylvania.
laws.
The state House
passed a bill Monday “Our Commonwealth
that would repeal a
has thousands of regnearly century-old
ulations on the books.
law that makes it ille- Many of these acts
gal to play football or were enacted several
baseball on a Sunday, decades ago and are
except between 2
simply archaic and
p.m. and 6 p.m. Vio- are no longer applicalations are punishable ble in the 21st centuby a $10 fine.
ry. In addition, the
existence of these

outdated laws contributes to the already
complex and confusing nature of government,” Dowling said
in a co-sponsorship
memorandum.
The bill passed the
House 200-2. Reps.
Bob Brooks, RWestmoreland, and
Stephanie Borowicz,
R-Clinton, cast the
“no” votes.
Of course, the law
hasn’t prevented the
Keystone State’s professional football and
baseball teams from

playing on Sundays.
Baseball games typically start as early as
noon and football
games begin as early
as 1 p.m. or as late as
8:30 p.m.
The current limits on
Sunday football and
baseball games are a
compromise struck in
1933, allowing afternoon games.

main on the books,
most have not been
enforced since 1978
when the
state Supreme
Court found them to
be unconstitutional. A
ban on Sunday auto
sales remains in effect, although a ban
on Sunday liquor
sales was lifted in
2002.

The General Assembly has prohibited
certain activities on
Sundays since the
1700s, and while
many Blue Laws re-

The legislation now
heads to the state
Senate Local Government Committee.
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By Tom MacDonald, WHYY

Last week, Philadelphia
District Attorney Larry
Krasner hosted a rally at
Mother Bethel AME
Church with supporters
backing him in his fight
against Pennsylvania lawmakers hoping to impeach
the DA and force him from
office. Krasner repeated the
show of support Monday
morning, gathering more
elected, civic, and religious
leaders to speak out at his
weekly news conference
typically used to discuss
criminal cases being handled by his office.
Reverend Clarence Wright
was among those who came
to Krasner’s defense after
the Pennsylvania state
House voted to hold him in

contempt for failing to comply with the subpoena of the
House Committee on Restoring Law and Order. The
committee is operating in
tandem with a Republicanled effort to impeach Krasner.
“We ought to be clear that
Black votes matter, brown
votes matter, because our
vote is our voice and we
will never be silenced,”
Wright said.
Qasim Rashad Amir of the
United Muslims Masjid
added to the chorus of support. “An impeachment of
Larry sends the message
that the DA will not be allowed to serve Philadelphia
fulfilling his promise to

By Tom MacDonald, WHYY led effort to impeach Kras-

Pennsylvania House Republicans will hold a hearing
today over what they say is
Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner’s “willful
refusal” to tackle what they
say is “unchecked violent
crime” in the city.
The hearing comes after
the Pennsylvania State
House voted to hold him in
contempt for failing to comply with the subpoena of the
House Committee on Restoring Law and Order. The
committee is operating in
tandem with a Republican-

ceedings for what it is when
people that are openly embracing hate, division and
fascism, they are trying to
divide us,” said Philly
Councilmember Kendra
Brooks.
Krasner talked for nearly 20
minutes defending his position that he has complied
with the legal requests of
the committee. He said the
effort to impeach him is an
effort to discount the will of
Philadelphia voters.
“It’s not going to be an economic engine for the rest of
fight for a fair and equal
the state from which the rest
judicial system as he was
of the state extracts ecoelected to do so,” he said.
nomic benefit but does not
count their vote,” Krasner
The House voted oversaid. “Philly votes are not
whelmingly on Tuesday in
three-fifths of a vote. Philafavor of the contempt resodelphia is not a colony of
lution, 162 to 38. The resoPennsylvania. Anyone atlution says Krasner showed
tempting to do that has no
“willful refusal” on multiple
respect for our history, no
occasions to comply with
respect for our traditions.”
the subpoena requesting materials related to PhiladelHe also denied leading a
phia’s rising crime rates.
revolt against state officials
who he believes are planning to come to PhiladelphEven though many Demoia next week for a hearing,
crats voted in favor of the
but he did urge his supportresolution, a number of
ers to take a stand.
Krasner’s supporters called
“So appropriately and pothe move politically motilitely and within our constivated.
tutional rights as long as we
have it, it may be time for
“We have to understand the
voters to take it to the
baseless impeachment pro-

The progressive DA, who
ner.
was re-elected last year with
70% of the vote, has been
House Republicans have
mounting his defense in the
been working since June to media including after Tuesimpeach Krasner under
day’s school shooting in
Pennsylvania law which al- Roxborough, when he was
lows the legislature to requestioned about how plenmove essentially any public tiful guns are in the city.
official from office with a
“The sentences for possesmajority vote from the
sion of guns are longer in
House, and a two-thirds
Philadelphia than any other
vote from the Senate.
category of cities,” said
Krasner. “Long sentences
Krasner will continue his
are happening here longer
effort to defend his office’s than the rest of the state. But
actions and convince people it did not stop this. We have
he is not the cause of
to work not only on modern
Philly’s violent epidemic.
enforcement, but we have to
work every way we can on

prevention.”
The DA did meet with the
Philadelphia House delegation to state his case, and
sent a letter to the Select
Committee on Restoring
Law and Order, saying he
wants to appear at the meetings and requested that they
be relocated from the Navy
Yard to a larger, more accessible venue.

streets and make sure that
their voices are heard, no
matter how many additional
ambushed and cooked up
approaches there are to this
thing.”
Krasner added, “I knew
some of them wanted to redo the Civil War. Do they
want to redo the Revolutionary War, too? Is that
what is also going on here?
I certainly hope not.”
The impeachment process
could take months, with a
trial in the state House if a
majority of members voted
in favor. After trial, a twothirds vote by the state Senate would be needed to remove Krasner from office.
That means 34 of the 50
members of the Senate
would have to vote guilty, a
high number considering
there are only 28 Republicans, with 21 Democrats
and one Independent.
Such a vote would almost
certainly be challenged in
court.

civic and religious leaders.
The following Monday, he
gathered with a second
group of supporters, which
he said couldn’t attend the
church rally, at his weekly
news conference on cases
his office was working.

At one of the rallies, Krasner said he’d work to bring
what he called “busloads of
people” from the churches
to the hearings at the Navy
Krasner has had two rallies Yard, which he believes is
of support in as many weeks not convenient and easily
this month. He held a rally accessible for the public.
at Mother Bethel AME
Church in mid-September
bringing in politicians, and

hosting, merchandise, the
whole 9 yards. It's S.O.N
time!!

By Shelly Shell
Photo Credit:
Son of the 215

leap of faith. I watched my
father be his boss all the
way up till his passing in
2012; it's in my blood. Be
the master of your fate.

Son of the 215: Success isn't
just being wealthy; it's being able to look yourself in
the mirror and be proud of
Son of the 215's new prowho you see. Standing on
ject, "S.O.N. (Success or
what you believe in. That's
Nothing)," is now available Shelly Shell: How do you
what this album is about, a
on all streaming platforms. stay hungry?
sideline story, about a guy
Son of the 215 spits reality
who made something outta
rap with gritty street poetry, Son of the 215: Good muNOTHING! I didn't cut no
and no matter what platsic, I'm a fan of hip hop,
corners or take no shortcuts,
form, Son of the 215 is al- especially Philly hip-hop, so and I'm proud of who I've
ways reppin' Uptown! His
when I hear my peers mak- become, somebody my city
new album S.O.N. (Success ing hot music, it inspires me has hope in.
of Nothing) features collab- to wanna step my pen game
orations with Freeway and up. Always challenge your- Shelly Shell: Tell us about
Eness; it's a new Philly for self to do better than the last the album; what type of
Son of the 215; he's elimi- flow.
vibe can we expect?
nating the stigma that Philly
doesn't work together.
Shelly Shell: Do you think Son of the 215: The vibe is
the name "Son of the 215" crazy!! It's hard reality rap
You can't outwork Son of
limits your worldwide
like The intro; its club bangthe 215 because he's always draw?
ers like Freeway and me on
on his grind, business sav"ironic," it's gritty street povy, and doing everything a Son of the 215: Not at all; I etry like me and like moss
major record label would
think it's perfect for world- on "The feeling," you got
do.
wide because I'm selling the stories like "Smile" with
Philadelphia Experience. I Eness or "rappers prayer."
Shelly Shell: You are offi- want the world to know and It's a classic Shell, but don't
cially a full-time artist. Talk see how we live in Philly
take my word! Go GET IT
about the decision to belike all the other greats
RITE NOW, LOL !! The
come a full-time artist?
same way Jay-Z was with
production is crazy shout
Marcy or Nipsey was with out to my producer DewSon of the 215: I've always Crenshaw. Being the Son
eyOnTheTrack the features
felt like music was my job just lets people know Philly the artwork everything is a
and my passion; anything
Made my Style, and it's a
beautiful vibe.
else was just a stepping
style the world needs to
stone. I believe that once
Know. We are not just hot Shelly Shell: What are your
you start making income
rappers; we are so much
plans for promoting S.O.N.
from whatever you do, that more. We have contributed and making it a worldwide
becomes your job! You
so much to the entertainsuccess?
have to treat it like it's your ment industry, and it's time
9-5, in my case, 24-7.
we get our just due.
Son of the 215: Right now,
I'm on the
Shelly Shell: Do you think Shelly Shell: You've re"SuccessOrNothingTour,"
it's been worth leaving the leased your new project
traveling to some of my fajob to focus on your career? S.O.N. (Success or Nothvorite cities connecting with
ing). Describe what success my fans, and pushing the
Son of the 215: Absolutely, looks like for you?
product, radio, appearances,
don't be scared to take that

be greater, and that's my
brother for life; if he's Jordan, I'm Scottie Pippen.
That's our Jay-Z! Salute the
Bearded Legend #FTA!!!

Shelly Shell: How did you
learn the business of music? Shelly Shell: What projects
do you work on with FreeSon of the 215 All these
way and Freedom Thinkers
years of making music, I
Academy?
just studied my craft! I lis- Son of the 215: Right now,
ten more than I talk, I obwe are pushing my album;
serve, and I hunger for more other members got worked
knowledge on the game I'm out or are on the way Freeplaying; making the music way, always dropping new
is just one part; learning the heat, and y'all get the Freebiz is the next level!!
domThinkers Album real
soon! So stay tuned!! Log
Shelly Shell: You are signed on
to a major indie distribution to WWW.FreedomThinersA
deal; tell us about the procademy.Com !!!
cess and how you negotiated a deal to obtain all your
masters.
Shelly Shell: You are now
Son of the 215: Salute
an official actor. Talk about
EQDistro!!! It's a subsidiary the movie roles?
of Roc Nation! My manager
at the time was shopping
Son of the 215: It was
my demo around to differ- amazing, Shell!! I love actent labels. Even though a
ing, not only acting but havcouple was interested, we
ing songs in the movies as
wanted to stay in control
well! It gives me a chance
creatively and in other ave- to explore other parts of the
nues. EQ was just starting
entertainment game, and it's
up, so I was able to get a
just dope! Salute my dawg
meeting with somebody
Jimmy Da Saint and make
over there; through my man sure yall check out
Hennessy Kev, we went up "Nobody's Son" on all Platthere and played some rec- forms coming soon, and you
ords, and the rest is histowill be seeing me in more
ry!!! Been making noise on movies !! Samuel Jackson !!
the roster ever since! And
Lol!!
part of my deal was owning
my masters!! Which is very
important!! It's more like a Hip Hop Award Winning,
partnership! I love EQ; they Son of the 215 is spreading
have done much for my ca- the Philly Experience all
reer, and it's a great compa- around the globe. Make
ny! #EQPhilly.
sure you stream is new
project “S.O.N. (Success
Shelly Shell: You've got the or Nothing),” available
official stamp from Freeon a streaming platforms
way; how has that helped
and follow him on Instayour career?
gram @son_of_the_215
Son of the 215: It has
helped more than you can
imagine. Not only is he one
of the greatest Spittaz to
ever come out of Philly, but
he is a great friend and mentor, we got countless records, and I've been on tour
with him and State Property
as well as Memphis Bleek!
He's always pushing me to

With the rapid expansion
of technology and digital
media, people’s leading
source of keeping up with
the things that interest
them is social media. Director of Community Engagement and Programs at
Historic Germantown,
Monica O. Montgomery,
says that while many
Black businesses are in the
neighborhood, some struggle with visibility.

By Rasheed Ajamu
Germantown Info Hub
Photo by Rasheed Ajamu

There is a shocking
truth that almost 20% of
small businesses fail by
their first year mark, 30%
by the second, 50% by the
fifth year, and 70% by the
10th year. And for Blackowned businesses specifically, it’s even worse,
with eight out of 10 failing
within the first 18 months
of operation.
It’s also known that between late May and early
June of 2020, Google
searches for “Black-owned
businesses near me” were
massive. Black businesses
even saw a rise in consumer support in the following
months after George
Floyd’s unjust death. And
after only a few months,
Black businesses saw their
numbers drop again.
On Thursday, September
1, the Germantown Info
Hub aired a segment on
the Info Hub Hour on GTown Radio highlighting
the historical significance
of Black businesses in the
neighborhood. That episode was a montage of
voices of Black business
owners and historians in
the community speaking
about their respective ex-

periences.
During that episode, each
person discussed things
they needed to sustain the
future of their businesses.
While speaking to their
needs, many of these suggestions corresponded
with what other Black
businesses need to thrive.
This article will outline
some of those suggestions
from those voices, plus
more. As a neighborhood
with a legacy of Black
businesses, here’s how you
can continue to show up
for them.
Lending space
Too often, people forget
that artists and creatives
are business owners. They
rely on commissioning
their work and having
spaces to create. “I just
need more studio space so
I can be more inspired,”
says Nomad, street artist
and owner of Good Samaritan Creative Co.
“Everything I create, I create in my living space.”
Nomad says that people
create studio spaces with
community-centered intentions, but prices can keep
folks from fulfilling their
mission. Lending space to
Black creatives is a crucial
part of their long-standing
sustainability. Nomad also
says that even if you can’t
lend it for free or through

a reparations-based model,
it’s still worth adjusting
the price point for folks.
Sharing your favorite stores
Customers are essential for
any business, but one underrated way to attract patrons is through customers
spreading the word. Owner
of Black Soul Vintage Tomarra SankaraKilombo says that it’s vital
for customers to feel the
vibe of coming into a business. She says, “if you
came to the shop and liked
it, tell somebody. Follow
us on Instagram, like the
posts, comment, and
share.”
There are many ways that
you can spread the word
about your favorite Black
businesses, including
across social media, as
Sankara-Kilombo suggests. But traditional ways
like word-of-mouth and
conversation, and group
outings are still powerful
modes of promoting the
businesses you want to see
thrive.
Communication and marketing skills
Owning a business doesn’t
come with the know-how
of marketing a brand,
events, and products to the
community. The way businesses engage with their
supporters is changing.

porting Black vendors is
crucial to their future sustainability.

Make space for grace and
patience
“We have to love up on
our Black businesses and
not give up on them,”
Montgomery says, establishing a larger point surrounding the expectation
of Black businesses. Like
any small business, Black
business owners are not
exempt from challenges.
“If you cannot secure an
They experience staff
audience and a market,
you are going to struggle,” shortages, delayed shipping, and other growing
Montgomery says, highlighting the importance of pains like any other small
visibility for any business. business. Still, these busiWhile it’s common to vol- nesses are commonly exunteer services and skills pected to be the exception
to non-profits, it isn’t far- because of the “Black” in
fetched to do the same for front of it.
small Black-owned businesses. We also encourage Black businesses need and
deserve the patience and
offering your skills for a
fee, mainly if you operate grace to make mistakes
and still receive support
a Black business in communication and marketing. from the communities they
serve. Granting them that
Supporting vendors markets space and maybe giving
them tips can help them
One of the mostovercome adversity and
mentioned themes across
voices on the September 1 thrive for years.
episode of the Info Hub
Special thanks to Monica
Hour was vendors’ marO. Montgomery (Historic
kets and spaces. A common thought was that peo- Germantown), Nomad
ple don’t value businesses (Good Samaritan Creative
that operate through ven- Co), Tomarra SankaraKilombo (Black Soul Vindor markets and online
sales as they do businesses tage), and Steven CW Taylor (Ubuntu Fine Art) for
with physical spaces.
Montgomery and Sankara- their participation in the
9.1.22 and 9.15.22 epiKilombo, who formerly
sodes of the Info Hub
ran Black Soul Vintage through pop-ups and Hour. Their responses
online sales, refuted these served as a blueprint for
this small, needed list of
sentiments and said that
ways people can show up
vendors contribute to the
neighborhood economy as for Black businesses in
Germantown and beyond.
much as any other business.
Sankara-Kilombo now
hosts the Black Soul Block
Party, a Black-centered
vendors market, on the last
Saturday of each month at
her storefront. During
the September 15 airing of
the Info Hub Hour, she
said that these are her way
to help give upcoming
Black vendors the first
step towards success. Sup-

By Aaron Moselle, WHYY

to learn months ago that it
was finally taking responsiA tug-of-war between a
bility and was going to try
community group and City to end the continuing neCouncilmember Cindy Bass glect and put out an RFP
has effectively halted the
and move this thing along,”
redevelopment of the Ger- said Irv Acklesberg, a longmantown YWCA, a longtime resident and member
vacant neighborhood land- of the Friends for the Restomark both sides want to see ration of the Germantown
transformed into a neighbor- YWCA Building. But the
hood asset.
relief turned out to be shortlived.
The dispute, the latest twist
in an ongoing saga, is root- Earlier this month, David
ed in the city’s decision last Thomas, president of the
year to cut ties with KBK
Philadelphia Housing DeEnterprises, the Pittsburgh- velopment Corporation, told
based company selected to the group the agency couldrestore the historic and be- n’t move forward with the
loved building in 2016. The redevelopment process bemove came after neighbors cause it was still addressing
pressured the Philadelphia concerns raised by Bass,
Redevelopment Authority to according to an email exchange course because KBK change obtained by WHYY.
had failed to show it had the What’s more, Mayor Jim
financial capacity to follow Kenney’s administration
through on the project.
said in order to proceed, the
After terminating KBK’s
authority would need Bass’
redevelopment contract, the cooperation.
authority planned to solicit a
second round of bids to ren- Thomas said issuing a new
ovate the blighted properRFP without Bass’ support
ty. Neighbors say city offi- would be “futile for staff
cials promised them in May and a financial burden on
that a new request for pro- respondents preparing proposal would go out by the
posals,” a reference to
end of August.
what’s known as councilmanic prerogative. While
“We were frankly relieved not law, the longstanding

practice effectively gives
council members final say
over development in their
districts.
“Just as we are trying to address the concerns expressed by those representing the community (“The
Friends”) we were reminded
we must also balance the
concerns of the Councilperson “elected” to represent the district if we truly
want to get this done,”
wrote Thomas.
“I acknowledge the appearance of contradiction but
assure you the desire of the
PRA to have this property
developed has not
changed,” he added.
PRA spokesperson Jamila
Davis said the authority had
hoped to release the new
RFP by the end of summer,
but did not commit to a specific date.

myriad. All of them stem
from the city’s decision to
remove KBK, a political
backer of hers, from the
project.
The councilmember has
claimed the city discriminated against KBK, a Blackowned company. She has
also said the redevelopment
authority falsely told the
developer that the project
required historical tax credits to be completed, and that
KBK never had proper access to the site, claims the
authority disputes.
“We’re trying to penalize a
developer for something
they have no control over,
and that’s actually site control. How do you get funding for something you don’t
own?” Bass said this week.
She said KBK’s proposal —
to convert the property into
two dozen apartments with
retail and commercial space
on the ground floor — is
“still on the table and is still
very much in dispute.”

KBK, which would be eligible to submit a second bid,
did not immediately respond KBK was slated to complete
to a request for comment.
the project in 2019. Now the
future of the Germantown
Bass’ concerns about the
YWCA is again uncertain.
redevelopment process,
To Acklesberg, that’s beraised publicly during
yond frustrating, especially
a contentious community
considering the city’s histomeeting held in January, are ry with the building. Nearly

two decades ago, the PRA
foreclosed on the property
when its last owner, Germantown Settlement, failed to repay a $1.3
million loan the authority
issued the nonprofit to turn
the building into a community center.
Settlement was insolvent
when the city issued the
loan and later filed for bankruptcy due to financial mismanagement of millions in
taxpayer dollars.
“It’s like part of the soul of
Germantown that building,”
said Acklesberg. “We call
on the PRA to fix this
mess.”

fused the Bishop McDevitt
defenders with motion in
the backfield at the snap,
then Wallace-Coleman did
the rest breaking a handful
of tackles on his way for the
score.

By EJ Holt, Sports Editor
Photo Credit: Imhotep
Football
Imhotep Charter Panthers
are currently four games
into their football season.
Their current record is 2-2
which is good enough for
first in their conference.
They have two losses away
and two wins at neutral
sites. I can say for sure that
at least one of those neutral
site games absolutely did
not have a neutral crowd,
more on that later.
Often during the long grind
of a season, a team evolves.
They start out as one thing
and by seasons end they are
a different entity. A singular
number record and a ranking at the end of the season
doesn’t quite do justice to
the ups and downs of a season in competition. In sports
the journey and the result
are two different things. I
plan on giving you both
throughout the season. We
can all see the numbers, but
I want to highlight the how
as well. How did the team
get to their current record?
How did they win? How did
they lose? So let’s catch up
with these Imhotep Panthers
and see how their first four
games went.

The Panthers managed to
pull off a win to start their
season with a score of 19 14. The highlights started
with a 14 yard pass from
Quarterback Mikal Davis to
Running Back Jabree Wallace-Coleman. the pass was
a screen play where the Panthers lined up with 3 receivers to the far side of the
field and 1 receiver to the
short side. The screen is run
to the short side where there
are less defenders. The running back Jabree WallaceColeman leaked out of the
backfield and caught the
ball with 3 blockers in front
of him versus 1 defender for
Bishop McDevitt. A well
designed play.
Next on 2nd and 7, QB
Mikal Davis hits Rahmir
Stewart for a 13 yard gain.
The drive is capped off later in the first quarter on 2nd
and 12 with a touchdown
pass from Mikal Davis to
Tight End Johann Hennigan. On that play the Panthers line up in 12 personnel
which is 2 Tight ends, 2
Wide Receivers and 1 Running Back. This is typically
a run formation, but the
Panthers fake the run and
Hennigan slips out of the
backfield for the catch and
run into the End Zone.

On the Panthers second
drive QB Mikal Davis
Game 1 August 27th 2022 showed off his mobility
with a 17 yard scramble.
Then in the second quarter
Imhotep Charter Panthers on 1st and 10, Running
vs Bishop Mcdevitt Crusad- Back Jabree Wallaceers
Coleman exploded for an 82
yard run. The Panthers con-

WR Asir Moore for a 59
yard strike for a touchdown
to tie the game. Then again
in the 4th with the game
tied, on 3rd and 10, Davis
finds RB Jabree WallaceColeman on a wheel route
for 49 yards. The Panthers
fail to score and The ArchImhotep went into the
bishop Spalding Cavaliers
fouth quarter clinging to a
get the late touchdown to
13-6 lead when QB Mikal
secure their victory. QB
Davis finds TE Johann Hen- Mikal Davis had 330 yards
nigan for an 18 yard gain on passing with 2 touchdowns
3rd and 9. Later in the
and 2 interceptions. Both
4th,with the Panthers hold- receivers Asir Moore and
ing a 19-12 lead Davis finds Corey Wright-Downing
Hennigan again for an 11
each had 6 receptions for
yard gain to keep the of137 yards and 112 yards
fense moving and seal the
respectively.
game. RB Jabree WallaceColeman finished with a
team high 21 carries for 127 Game 3 September 16th
2022
yards.

Game 4 September 24th
2022
Imhotep Charter Panthers
vs Frankford Pioneers
” Those last 2 losses are
strictly on me!! We will be
better!!!” That was the
tweet from Panthers Head
Coach Devon Johnson on
September 19th. For a team
whose motto is “Best is the
Standard”, 2 losses in a row
does not sit well. But Coach
Johnson definitely made
good on his promise of a
better showing and I was
glad to be in the bleachers
to see it. The Panthers started out hot with a 2 play
drive for a touchdown that
got the crowd excited.

Game 2 September 9th
2022

Imhotep Charter Panthers
vs Malvern Prep Friars

Imhotep Charter Panthers
vs Archbishop Spalding
Cavaliers

Wide receiver Corey Wright
-Downing was back at it
with a pair of 20 yard catches in the first quarter.The
Panthers jumped out to a 63 lead early in the
game.Later in the game
with Imhotep up by the
score of 12-3, Safety
Rahmir Stewart secures an
interception on a 2nd and 11
pass. On the interception
Stewart was the single high
safety in 3 deep coverage,
meaning Stewart and the 2
other cornerbacks are responsible for any passes
deep downfield. The outside
cornerback bites on the double move from the wide receiver which allows the receiver to get downfield. The
QB thinks he has an easy
deep pass but Stewart shows
his speed and range by getting over top of the WR and
making a play on the ball.
Rahmir Stewart showed his
versatility all game by playing on the offensive side of
the ball to the tune of 16
carries for 82 yards and a
touchdown to go along with See ya next game.
his interception on defense.
In the end Malvern Prep rallied back to steal the win 17
-13.

The Panthers were shut out
in the first half and came
into the third quarter down 7
-0. Imhotep finally got on
the board in the 3rd quarter
with a monstrous 80 yard
touchdown pass from QB
Mikal Davis to Wide Receiver Corey WrightDowning. Wright-Downing
had already burned the Cavaliers defense with a 40 yard
pass in the first quarter, so
this was a matchup the Panthers coaching staff identified as an area to attack
again.On the 80 yarder, Corey Wright-Downing was
defended with a single defensive back with no safety
help. Wright-Downing was
simply the faster player, he
ran a go route which calls
for the receiver to streak
down the field as fast as
possible.
The defensive back had no
chance of keeping up. In the
4th quarter with
the Imhotep Panthers down
13-7, QB Mikal Davis hits

Speaking of the crowd, I
mentioned earlier that some
of these games were played
at neutral sites. When I saw
the gang of people on the
Panthers side of the field
compared to the few individuals I can count on one
hand on the Frankford side,
I quickly realized this site
was not at all neutral. The
crowd voiced their approval
for their team not by the
usual round of applause.
No, the Panthers fans
stomped their feet to make a
thunderous boom that reverberated all the way across
the field. The fan support
was almost as overwhelming as the Panthers defense.
There was a heightened aggression in the play with
blitzes off the edge, going
for two after scores and two
blocked punts returned for
touchdowns. Long story
short, this game wasn’t pretty. The Imhotep Panthers
destroyed an overmatched
Frankford Pioneers team
and evened up their record
at 2-2.

By Peter Hall
Penn Capital-Star
Dominic Billa was buying
clothes for an interview for
a union apprenticeship
when he was shot and killed
in a brawl at a Philadelphia
shopping mall last year.

witnesses weren’t questioned and video evidence
wasn’t collected.

Krasner said in a statement
that the trauma and grief
expressed by the witnesses
was heartbreaking, adding
that he and his staff have
personally met many of
them, and that his office’s
victim/witness service division and crisis counselors
work tirelessly to help victims and survivors of violent crime.

Their accounts of seemingly
random violence served as
an emotional foundation for
the first of two hearings
held by the Select Committee on Restoring Law and
Before her 19-year-old son Order, a panel of five lawwas murdered, Nakisha Bil- makers convened by the Rela said she heard almost dai- publican-controlled state
ly news reports of shootings House.
He was critical of the comand murders in the state’s
mittee’s decision to limit
biggest city, and prayed,
While the resolution to cre- access to the hearing held in
thinking to herself that the ate the committee contains a a Penn State facility at the
loss of a loved one to gun
Philadelphia Navy Yard.
broad mandate to investiviolence was unimaginable. gate the causes of crime in It’s unclear whether there
Philadelphia, and the use of were criteria for admission,
but there were empty seats
“The very thing I couldn’t
public funds to combat it,
imagine, the very thing that critics have called the panel in the hearing room.
was happening to countless a thinly veiled effort to
others across the city, was
build a case to impeach
“I’m not surprised that a
happening to me,” Billa
Democratic District Attor- GOP-run committee that is
said, testifying Thursday
openly abusing the imney Larry Krasner.
before a state House compeachment process to invalmittee on crime in Philadel- Krasner, re-elected to a sec- idate Philly elections and
phia.
ond term by a landslide last erase Philly votes did not
year, is one of a number of actually open today’s taxpayer-funded hearing to all
“A day that was supposed to progressive prosecutors
be full of hope, and new
across the country to come of the taxpaying public,”
Krasner said. “People they
beginnings was stolen in a under fire from conservadid not like were turned
blink of an eye,” Billa said. tives for policies aimed at
away from the door with no
ending mass incarceration
explanation given.”
and
cash
bail,
rethinking
the
Billa was one of six Philaprosecution
of
minor
ofdelphia residents to share
fenses such as shoplifting
Security guards at the door
the stories of their losses
searched bags before atamid the wave of gun crime and cracking down on potendees were permitted to
lice misconduct.
that has washed over the
enter the building, and
city in recent years.
many in the audience apRep. John Lawrence, Rpeared to be members of the
Chester, the committee’s
They included a suburban
transplant to South Philadel- chairperson, addressed that media or legislative staffers.
criticism in his opening rephia who survived being
In addition to the testimony
shot in the lung as she exer- marks at Thursday’s hearof survivors of violent
cised on the sidewalk with ing, saying it would be a
her neighbors, the mother of dereliction of state lawmak- crime, the committee heard
a young woman fatally shot ers’ duty if they did not act the testimony of former
as she sat in her boyfriend’s to make sure all Pennsylva- state and federal prosecutor
Bruce Antkowiak, now
a car in a supermarket park- nia residents are safe.
counsel to St. Vincent’s
ing lot, and the grandmother
College in Latrobe, Westof another young woman
“If you are here today exkilled when a man fired 15 pecting, hoping, or fearing moreland County, on the
grand jury process and the
shots into a bar after being simple-minded mudslingtold there were no pool ta- ing, you will be disappoint- limits of prosecutorial disbles available for him.
ed. As chairman, this com- cretion.
mittee will continue to take
Antkowiak addressed conSome of the crime survivors a serious, measured approach
to
fulfill
the
mission
cerns raised by the commitalso spoke of their exasperaof
a
bipartisan
majority
of
tee on whether a Philadelphtion over the investigations
the house,” Lawrence said. ia grand jury was correctly
of their loved ones’ murinstructed on use of force by
ders. They said potential

law enforcement before it
recommended charges
against former Philadelphia
police officer Eric Ruch,
who was convicted last
week of manslaughter in the
shooting of an unarmed
black man.
Only a full review of the
grand jury transcript would
answer that question, and
because grand jury investigations are strictly confidential to protect witnesses
and subjects, such a review
would have to be conducted
by the grand jury’s supervising judge, Antkowiak
said.
In his statement, Krasner
said Antkowiak’s testimony
validated his office’s objection and legal challenge to
the committee’s subpoena
for grand jury materials in
the Ruch case.
While the testimony of the
crime survivors cast a glaring light on the tragedy of
Philadelphia’s crime epidemic, a theme emerged in
their stories. Several said
that their pain was exacerbated by the failure of investigators to look for evidence or communicate with
them about the progress of
the case.

Dean Maude said her stepson Chucky Maude’s case
didn’t immediately become
a homicide because he was
on life support for two
weeks after he was shot
while sleeping in his car.
“We talked to several people and they said that they
weren’t questioned. We just
find it weird like why wasn’t anybody questioned?”
Maude said.
Chucky Maude’s mother
Jennifer Meleski testified
that she discovered detectives had not canvassed
businesses in the neighborhood for security videos and
pushed them to do so.
“I had to keep calling the
detective, like what are you
doing? Some of these videos will start to record over,
they loop,” Meleski said,
adding that it was only
when she included the detective’s supervisor in
an email that they took action.
Asked after the hearing
about witnesses’ frustrations
with police, Lawrence repeated that the committee
has a broad mandate.

“We have a lot to look at
across the board in PhiladelTiffany Flynn, whose
phia. The continual focus on
daughter Ojanae Tamia
one individual I think is
Thompson was shot in the
misplaced,” Lawrence said.
crowded parking lot of a
“As the time comes if indiShopRite in the city’s Olney viduals need to be held to
section, said she took infor- account, we will not hesitate
mation about the possible
to do so.”
identity of the three shooters
to detectives.
“I bring that information to
the detectives who are in
charge of my daughter’s
case, and I was given nothing in return. No information given, nothing if it
was helpful or not. Every
time I contacted them I’m
told there are no new updates,” Flynn said.
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